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This year, for many having the ideal pasture covers at the beginning 
of May in preparation for winter went out the window, as the recovery 
from the dry continued into winter. However with the ongoing milder 
temperatures and generally calm lambing conditions, it has been a 
game changer for many sheep and beef farmers following last season’s 
widespread drought. 

Lessons learnt from the dry of 2008 meant that at Paki-iti, aged ewes 
were sold six weeks earlier than normal and cows, steers and weaners 
were also destocked. The overcapacity in the processing industry 
certainly helped this season as kill space wasn’t a major issue like 2008.  
The decision to mate the hogget’s was a tough one and was only done 
because hogget mating is part of the selection criteria, with all recorded 
hogget’s down to 38kg put to the ram. 

Ram SaleS
Last season’s sales saw Paki-iti sell and lease rams to 125 clients 
throughout New Zealand, the most we have ever achieved. This is a 
testimony to how the rams have been performing, and their longevity. It 
would be easy to say we must be doing things right, but the potential to 
increase production through the use of genetics is continual. 

Demand for all breeding ram options was strong, resulting in a significant 
shortage in Romney and Suffolk rams. This year there is an increased 
number of rams across the Romney, Suffolk and Suftex options.

The ability to lease ram hogget’s in the autumn remains popular, but as 
the widespread dry continued last season there was some cancelled 
orders, and with grass growth rates of 1kg/DM/day over a month recorded 
on one client’s property, it was easy to see why.

RepoRt fRom paki-iti

Paki-iti, Rangiwahia – May 2013

lambing peRcentage
Last season’s lambing percentage of 147% to the ram across 3296 
ewes, with the recorded ewes lambing at 152% was achieved with nil 
shepherding on the hills at Rangiwahia. According to Beef and Lamb NZ 
for Class 4 North Island Hill Country, only 4% of farms lambed over 150% 
in 2012. The Romney ewe hoggets had a paddock lambing percentage 
of 92%

technology
At the completion of lambing we will have put just under 3000 EID tags 
into the new season’s lambs to help improve the speed and accuracy of 
the recording aspect of our operation. 

We are now into our eighth year of progeny testing alongside nine other 
Romney breeders, which has meant that 10,000 lambs have been 
analyzed for growth and saleable meat yield, representing 140 rams. We 
are also continuing with the breeding programme to breed sheep with 
immunity for worms, utilizing the CARLA test where over 1600 hogget’s 
have been tested over four years.

Again this season the top 100 Romney and Romtex ram hogget’s were 
5K DNA tested to better predict their performance, giving us the ability to 
better identify elite genetics for our own use and improve the accuracy 
on some of the rams that are sold in the top price bracket. This also gave 
us feedback on the level of accuracy with the paternity of the hogget’s  – 
which is sitting at 95%.The 5K test doesn’t suit all breeds and it is hoped 
that terminal rams will be eligible for testing in the future. 

WebSite
As broadband coverage increases throughout the country, farmers are 
finding the internet a lot quicker and easier to use. We have updated 
our website to include more photos and video footage of the stock to 
showcase what we are trying to achieve within our breeding operation. It 
can be viewed at www.paki-iti.co.nz.  



After 12 years of eye muscle scanning, we decided to take the next step 
in breeding for yield in our terminal ram breeding programme, by sending 
27 of our best ram hogget’s to Lincoln University to be C/T scanned. 
These rams were measured in the areas of fat, muscle and bone and 
therefore being able to predict the weight of these extremely accurately.

Due to the expense of C/T scanning only a few rams are selected for 
scanning from some of the flocks that use this technology. We chose to 
scan as many as we could for two reasons –

•	 genetic gain – When selecting for weight of meat in the carcass, C/T 
results in a 27% increase in the rate of genetic gain compared with 
using ultrasound.

•	 improved accuracy – As the rams are sold based on their performance 
(growth, meat and survival) which therefore determines their value, as 
breeders we have a responsibility to make these performance figures 
as accurate as possible. 
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the next Step

Terminal rams now C/T scanned

So what is yield?
Yield is mentioned a lot in the sheep industry, but what it actually refers 
to can be confusing at times. The first and largest impact on overall yield 
comes from the dressing out yield when lambs are killed (live weight to 
hot carcass weight), with animals routinely yielding between 39 - 47% 
with an average of 43%. Factors such as gut fill, sex, age and the amount 
of wool have an effect on dressing out yield, as does genetics. Genetics 
tends to be related to differences in muscularity, conformation and 
high muscle: bone ratios. Muscle weighs more, so animals with higher 
muscularity, good conformation and high muscle: bone ratio tend to have 
a higher dressing out yield.

The second factor is chiller weight loss (hot carcass weight to cold 
carcass weight), managed by the plant, and the third factor is saleable 
yield (the conversion of cold carcass weight to saleable cuts). 

So who is actually paying for saleable yield?
Two North Island processors that are rewarding farmers with saleable 
meat yield are Alliance through their Via Scan and Progressive Meats 
through their boning room in Hastings.

Alliance has a Yield Quality supply contract that requires carcasses to 
weigh between 14.5kg and 21.2kg. The combined qualifying targets are –

•  LEG 21.1% •  LOIN 13.6% •  SHOULDER 16.4%

For signing up to the contract there is a proportional $4.20/hd premium 
if 0 - 79% of the mob achieve these targets and a $6.00/hd premium if 
80 - 100% of the lambs achieve these targets.  So if 82 out of 100 18kg 
lambs achieve the yield targets then there is an extra yield payment of 
$4.92/hd or 27c/kg. 

At Progressive Meats suppliers with lines of 80 lambs or more can elect 
to be paid on the basis of saleable yield. At 100% Value Yield Index, the 
meat schedule price is paid. If the result is 104%, then 104% of the meat 
schedule price is paid. At a schedule price of $6.00/kg with an 18kg lamb 
a premium of 24c/kg is paid or $4.32/head. 

More winemakers around the world are moving away from cork to 
synthetic alternatives. Does this sound familiar with our wool industry? 
The similarities between the cork industry and the wool industry are 
quite interesting. Both are natural sustainable products with their unique 
qualities and both are under pressure from synthetic alternatives. 

10 years ago 95% of wine bottles used natural cork. Natural cork now 
only account for 69% of tops with other ‘synthetic’ options like screw caps 
(11%) and plastic corks (20%) gaining a larger market share. Cost and 
quality have been the major reasons for this.

coRk and Wool
To counter this decline the cork industry have campaigned with “I Love 
Natural Cork” which is backed by Prince Charles, much like the worldwide 
“Campaign for Wool” promoting the properties of wool, of which Prince 
Charles also supports. 

The cork industry has had to look at alternative uses, invest in new 
equipment and improve the quality of existing products. The wool 
industries strategy of producing “natural, authentic, home grown, 
environmentally friendly textiles, clothing and carpets” needs to also 
improve and a focus on alternative uses is also needed. 

The more recent trend of relocating ram breeding flocks and Central 
Progeny Tests (CPT) to hill country will benefit the industry. Too often 
we have heard about the failure of stock performing be it sheep or cattle, 
that were bred in environments that are different to where their end use 
is. When I asked a seed merchant what the biggest issue facing their 
industry was, he said it was three things, persistence, persistence and 

the impoRtance of hill countRy 
persistence. It is little wonder as many cultivars are developed in high 
fertility soils without the challenges that everyday farms face. The same 
principle applies to sheep and users of Paki-iti maternal rams can be 
assured that these sheep have long been bred in an environment similar 
or harsher than where they will be used in. 

Beef and Lamb NZ is predicting a reduction of 7.7% on this year’s lamb 
crop as a result of last season’s drought, which will result in a decrease 
in the number of lambs available for export by two million.

General consensus amongst the main players is that at the peak, kill 

the yeaR ahead
prices will be $5.20 - $5.50 with a low of $5.00 and a high of $6.00. Early 
season contracts from October to December put the money at $6.00 plus 
premiums, with one contract offering a minimum price of $6.00.



Suftex – Meat with Growth – With 460 ewes in this breeding 
programme, we offer the Suftex as a tough, dark faced, high yielding 
terminal option with growth. As with the Suffolk’s, the breeding 
programme incorporates C/T and EMA scanning and all ram hogget’s 
are also wintered on the hills of Paki-iti.
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paki-iti Ram bReeding optionS

Suffolk – Growth with Meat – With one of the largest Suffolk 
breeding programmes in NZ, the emphasis has been on fast growth 
and high yields, utilising C/T and EMA scanning.
We have concentrated on breeding a more medium-framed, hardier 

Suffolk. All ram hogget’s are challenged by being wintered on the hills at 
Paki-iti, our testing ground. 

PK 543/07 is still the No.1 Suffolk ram for Meat and Growth on 2013 SILACE.

As sheep farmers we should all be congratulated. In comparison to 25 
years ago we have achieved a productivity lift of close to 90% in terms of 
kilograms of meat sold per adult ewe. This is actually very good when we 
compare to dairy farming which increased productivity by 31% and beef 
farming by just 3 to 4%. 

There are a number of reasons for this productivity gain – better pasture 
management, better management overall and the uptake of better ram 
genetics.

As farmers we are now producing 29% more lambs, 37% more lamb 
carcase weight and the cull ewe carcase weight has risen by 27% since 
1986. 

Sheep SectoR SucceSS StoRy
Where to from here? 
We need to keep this productivity momentum going to not only keep 
ahead of inflation but to also increase farm profitability. So where will 
this improved productivity come from next? The obvious is to continue 
increasing lambing percentages which will offer opportunities to put 
more ewes to terminal sires which will result in faster growth rates/bigger 
carcass weights. Increasing the number of ewe hogget’s mated will also 
result in more lambs to sell. Reducing ewe wastage, which can be as 
high as 10% on many farms, will also add to the bottom line.

Continued overleaf

Romney – All Round Performance – Using a steep hill country 
property as a breeding testing ground has enabled a hardy, easy-care 
type of sheep to evolve.
Particular focus on fertility and Survival saw the ewe flock lamb 

152% to the ram last year on steep hill country. Through eight years of 
progeny trials and with performance recording emphasis has also been 
placed on growth and Saleable meat yield. Add in breeding for ewe 
Efficiency,	Hogget	Lambing and Worm immunity and you have all-
round performance.

mateRnal

Romtex – Utilising the Paki-iti Romney base we offer the Romtex as 
a maternal option, very good lamb production with high yields and good 
lamb survival. 

Lead Romtex sire of this year’s sale rams is the No.2 Ram of all breeds for 
Meat - 2013 SILACE.

teRminal

leaSing – teRminal Ram hoggetS
Paki-iti offers Suffolk and Suftex ram hogget’s for lease in the autumn.
Due to the variable number of ewe hogget’s being mated between 
seasons, the retention of extra ewes or a change in breeding policy, the 
option to lease hogget’s can be helpful.
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WaRRanty:  every ram sold carries a guarantee of a performance with a 12 month replacement policy.

contact detailS
Stewart morton:  Ph (06) 328 5772  Mob (0274) 453 110

andrew morton:  Ph (06) 328 2856  Fax (06) 328 2812  Mob (0274) 488 511

Email: pakiroms@farmside.co.nz

The passing of our mother, Mary Bowling, in May 
was a time of reflection.  Mary’s contribution to 
Paki-iti throughout the 1970’s and 1980’s was 
with her first husband William Morton. William 
was killed in a motor accident in October 1988,  

a tRibute
and Mary and many others ensured that the business continued and the 
ram breeding operation remained part of the business. It is a testament 
to her that Paki-iti is in such good heart today. 

The following is a couple of cases seen by Massey Vets that highlight the 
need to be wary about Brucellosis (B.ovis) and the consequences. 

farmer a – manawatu
“35 rams, last checked for B. ovis 2 years previously. Farmer buys 
accredited-free rams, but the year previously bought a ram from a non-
accredited source and didn’t get it tested. Also lends the odd ram to 
lifestyle blocks for mating, sometimes buys in ram lambs for finishing and 
occasionally stray sheep get into the flock from the neighbours. 
B. ovis detected during a routine ram soundness examination. After 4 
lots of testing a total of 8 infected rams were found and culled & the 
flock declared B. ovis free. No impact on ewe reproductive performance 

bRucelloSiS – be aWaRe
but there was the cost of testing, and replacing infected rams. Despite 
investigation the source of the breakdown was not discovered but could 
have been from any of the factors mentioned above.”

farmer b – Wairarapa
“Due to a poor lambing percentage in the flock the 60 breeding rams 
were examined for B. ovis. The rams on the farm had not been examined 
previously although most of them had been purchased from accredited-
free sources. Of the 60 rams, 43 were infected with B. ovis. After 6 lots 
of testing, the final remaining 12 rams were declared free. There was a 
big increase in lambing %, (15-20%) once the problem was sorted. In this 
case B. ovis resulted in a big cost in terms of lambing %, the testing and 
replacing of infected rams.” 

Having a look over the Beef + Lamb economic data for the 2011/12 
season for class 4 hill country there is some interesting information in 
their quartile analysis. (Ranking on profit)

• Comparing the top 20% farmers performance with the mean farmer 
performance we find:

 Top 20%  Mean

Lambing %  141%  125%

Average lamb price $114 $111

% lambs sold store  31% 32%

It’s not about getting more value for the lambs, or about where you sell 
them, it’s about getting more lambs out the gate that counts. One doesn’t 
have to finish a higher proportion of lambs either, in both cases about 1/3 
are sold store.

• So is it about spending more to make more then?

 Top 20% Mean

Farm expenditure per s.u. $81.90 $77.06

The top 20% only spend 6% more than the Mean

• So what makes the extra profit – It’s Gross Farm Revenue (more 
saleable animals)

 Top 20% Mean

GFI per s.u. $137 $107

A 28% increase in GFI! (16% better lambing % and 8 % better calving 
82% compared with an average of 74%)

• Return on Investment is talked about often which is the profit 
generated from the value of the asset 

 Top 20% Mean

ROI 4.5% 2.4%

The top 20% are generating almost twice the ROI than the Mean 

To achieve an industry target ROI of 7.5 - 10% the value of lamb 
needs to lift by $80 - $100/hd. (or only have an asset worth 60% of 
today’s value)

• Wool – how can we make more from this? The Top 20% are producing 
10% more and spending 4% less in total shearing expenditure per su

It’s about per animal performance and farm productivity. Mating hogget’s 
(in some cases) matters, but ask yourself what gets better animal 
performance? It is breeding AND then feeding.

At a Massey University lamb tasting test last year, along with 15 other 
farmers, we were asked to analyse samples of cooked lamb grown on 
pasture, chicory and plantain to determine which had the best aroma, 
flavour, succulence and overall acceptability. The results were all over 
the place. Our experience is backed up by research done by Abacus Bio 
Ltd and Alliance in 2010, which found there were no differences in the 
eating quality of meat from lambs fed on a variety of forage treatments; 
however different forages did influence meat colour stability, tenderness 
and pH.

The trials also found :

• There were no differences in the eating quality of entire, crypt or 
wether lambs.

• pH had a moderate heritability but very low genetic variation. From 
this it was concluded that there would be little to be gained from 
including pH in a selection programme. 

• Eating quality traits had low heritability and low genetic variances 

do What you do Well
showing these traits would not be good candidates for genetic 
selection.

• There were significant differences in redness at four days between 
yield treatments but not at any of the other time points (lower yielding 
animals having better colour) 

• Faster growing lambs had significantly lower pH than slower growing 
lambs. 

• Growth rate significantly affected most of the taste panel traits (aroma, 
flavour, succulence and overall acceptability), with the slower growing 
lambs consistently scoring higher by the panellists than the faster 
growing lambs.

Contrary to popular belief, with genetics and feed type we cannot do 
much to influence the eating experience for the consumer and in actual 
fact by breeding faster growing, higher yielding lambs we can have a 
more detrimental effect on the consumers experience. Take home 
message – focus on the traits that are going to make the money. 

What makeS a top peRfoRmeR?


